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Unrivaled feel and function. 

LUSH features tufted floor coverings handmade by Indian artisans with yarns that are specially blended and 
dyed for the Liora Manné design house. Colors are hand-picked and patterns are customized for each unique 
client.  Explore the existing design library or work with our in-house design studio, customize any idea using rich 
colors, vivid patterns, intriguing textures, and endless inspiration.

The custom carpets of LUSH add sophistication and charm to high-traffic residential and commercial settings 
such as hotels, restaurants, universities, corporate offices, and museums.  Durable and beautiful, they are meant 
to make a statement - and to last.  LUSH designs reside in a variety of well-known spaces such as Rutgers Uni-
versity, New Haven Public Library, Blackstone Marriott Solana Hotel, and many exquisite family homes.

Front Cover: LUSH Brushstroke Tuxedo Rug 

LUSH by

calico petunia
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freeform brown
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freehand monaco black & white

vista taupe

splash grey

ikat stripe neutral
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geo charcoal
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niagara oasis

rhythm blue-orange-grey

cloud denim

monaco grey-aqua
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lagoon blue
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forest orange

mirage natural

labyrinth latte

marionette cocoa
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puddle brick
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puzzle airy blue

vienna taupe

granite smokey teal

abstract aqua
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granite moon brown-aqua
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movement terracotta

riverbed silver

cloud grey

boxes taupe
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wave warm grey

texture diamond rust
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fade airy blue

fade rainbow

fade hudson blue

fade ice

fade teal

fade brown

fade center square grey

fade green

fade purple

fade light blue

fade citrus

fade blush
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fade indigo
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mineral neutral

mineral aqua

lakeview denim

mineral desert

mineral ocean

lakeview blue

mineral magenta

lagoon blush

lakeview ocean

mineral yellow

lagoon black & white

waterfall sunset
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paint stroke black-white

abstract grey

harmony robin’s egg

paint stroke aqua-blue

abstract water

harmony tangerine

paint stroke navy

abstract earth

spiral sand

paint stroke pastel

abstract red

spiral river
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konya neutral

nain grey

amrita sage

tabritz beige

nain aqua

amrita charcoal

tabritz red

nain taupe

amrita blue

nain red

amrita red

amrita neutral
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radiate brick

marble charcoal

segments grey

radiate plum

marble earth

segments aqua

radiate jewel

marble ice

segments marigold

marble grey-purple

segments multi
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New York Design Center

200 Lexington Avenue

Suite 603

New York, NY 10016

www.lioramanne.com

info@lioramanne.com

212.989.2732

LUSH Fade Center Square Grey, Rutgers University, Newark, NJ
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